WHAT IS VOLUME LTL?
Volume LTL is an ideal rating solution for shippers and 3PLs shipping larger than LTL (12 linear feet, 6 pallets), but smaller than truckload (53 linear feet, 30 pallets).

Customers pay a spot price for the space their freight occupies, not an LTL contract price tied to classification rating.

WHY USE VOLUME LTL?
1. REDUCE COSTS
Eliminate manual processes, reduce errors and redeploy resources to revenue generating activities with direct-to-carrier communications providing visibility to LTL spot market quotes.

2. INCREASE FLEXIBILITY
A rating option for shipments that don’t fit LTL or TL standards, volume pricing gives users greater shipping flexibility, including access to additional capacity and backhaul lanes.

WHY USE SMC³?
As the leaders in LTL rating, SMC³ is the provider of choice for LTL freight APIs and analytical transportation tools. Shippers and 3PLs utilize SMC³’s best-in-class rating solutions to optimize their transportation spend, saving time and money on their LTL shipments throughout North America. SMC³ processes more than 50 million API transactions per day — an unrivaled level of computing power supported by powerful security protocols and redundant data centers.